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NOISE FROM TWO-BLADE PROPELLERS

By E. Z. STOWELLand A. F. DMINQ

i3uMMARy

The two-blade propelkr, one of the most powq+d
sourct% oj sound k?wwp, b been studkz! m“th th8 view
of obtaining jundamenia.1 information concerning the
noi8e emi88ion. In orda to eliminate engine noise, the
propeller wa mounted on an elwtric motor. A micro-
phone wa8 Wed to puck up the 8ound whose characteri+?tics
were studied electm”cd?y. The distribution of noise
throughout the fregu.ency range, m? & a-s the 8pai?id
distribtiion about the propebr, WXU?8tudied. The
r&8 are D“venin the form of polar diugram.

T/%5mechanical power radiated in theform of 8ound w
measured for three diJereni pitch 8ettin98 of the propelkr.
It w found that the percentage of the acoustical power
going into the fundmwntaJ note (the “roar”) became
very large m the power 8upplied to the propeUer wa8
increa.wd.

The q$ect of 8uch 8owno?supon the ear w inve@aM
both theoretically and experimentally. Compdatti of
loudnc.e8 level about the propeller & jive di8tanctx were
ZWUL?. .fiitempt8 to check th~e computa#ion8 aperi-
mentdy 8h4noed dimrepancie-s; expf.anation.s are @en
for the direction and mugnitwde of tb oM~ti from
the calculated ikUh18#8level-s.

An appendix of common acou8ticd term &?inchded.

INTRODUCTION

A study of the emission of noise born any source
involves the physical measurement of the power out-
put and spectral distribution of the noise and also a
determination of the response of the average ear to
noise of that amount and spectral distribution. The
full-sized airplane propeller rotating at normal speed
is one of the most intense sources of sound known.
The nmount of power in watts bekg continuously
radiated as sound from such a propeller is exceeded
by no other continuously operating source, except
certain types of signaling devices of very high
efficiency,

The reduction of the power going into sound is
important, not from considerations of mechanictil
efficiency but because of the undesirable effects of
such terrific blasts of noise upon the human body.
The Committee on the Effect of Noise on Human

Beings of the Noise Abatement Commission of New
York City (reference 1) reported that: “(1) Hearing
is apt to be impaired in those exposed to constant
loud noises; (2) noise interferes seriously with efficiency
of the worker. It les.wns attention and makes con-
centration upon any set task diilicult.” It is evident
that, although passengers in a commercial airplane
may find the noise temporarily disagreeable, the effect
of the noise upon the pilots who are immemed in it
day after day may be grater and even “interfere
seriously with efficiency.”

Not only is an airplane propeller one of the most
prolMc sound emitters known, but it also occupies an
ahnost unique position among the wtegory of sound
emitters for another reason: The extraordinary com-
plexity of the emitted sound. The propeller does not
seem to be a single source of sound; in fact, as many M
four separate origins of sound may be distinguished.
They are listed below in order of importance.

(1) With all propellem there exists a source whose
origin is still obscure. This source emits a ser+s of
musical notes that are all multipl& of a single fre-
quency, the fundamental. The frequency of the fun-
damental is, for a two-blade propeller, twice the num-
ber of revolutions per second and was first observed
by Lynam and Webb (reference 2). The number of
harmonica may be as many as 60 or 60. Noise from
this source is called “rotation noise.”

If obstacles exist close to the propeller such that the
air between the obstacle and the propeller blade is
appreciably compressed at each blade passage, the
compressed volume of air will serve as n sound source
emitting the same frequenciw as those described in the
previous paragraph. The sound result@ from this
source is not propeller noise in the true meaning of the
word. “l?ropeller noise” as used in this paper refera
to sound generated in the propeller disk independently
of the presence of obstacles.

(2) With all propellers, the periodic release of
vortices horn the trailing edge of each blade constitutes
a source of sound. These sounds form a continuous
spectrum in the middle band of frequencies (1,000 to
5,OOOcycles) and are designated as a group by the term
“vortex noise.” The existence of these sounds was
first realized by the Japanese (reference 3).
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(3) Flutter of the propeller blades may give rise
to n considerable emission of sound.

(4) A pure note of constant frequency which seems
to be caused by a pressure oscillation about the width
of the blade has been observed under certain conditions.
This may be called the “blade note.”

The last two sources come into operation only under
special conditions, but the fit two sources are &vays
present. This report concerns itself only with these
two Sourcw.

Before any problem of noise reduction can be ah
twked scientifmdly, two questions must be answered,
namely:

(1) What is the physical description of the noise,
i. e., the amount of the fluctuation about atmosphwic
pressure due tc the noise (sound pressure) and the
rate of the fluctuation (frequenq)?

(2) What is the response of the average ear tc noise
of this description, or what is the loudness level?
This question is the psychological counterpart of (l).
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FIGURE l.—DetaIl of PIOWJIa blada.

The complete answer to (1) usually enables the sources
to be located and experimented with individually.
The answer to (2) permits the effect of this experi-
mentation to be computed in terms of the response of
the average human ear. The answers to both ques-
tions obtained under certain speciiied conditions, are
given in this report.

THE PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION OF PROPELLER NOISE

The propeller used in this investigation was 8j4 feet
in diameter with two aluminum alloy blades. Details
of the blade sectioDs are shown in figure 1 with the
pitch angles adjusted for absorption of 100 horsepower
at 1,800 revolutions per minute. The propeller was
mounted on an electric motor as shown in iigure 2.
The motor is 235 feet from the nermst obstruction and
is capable of rotation in a horizontal plane through
360°. This arrangement permits n noise survey to be
made about the propeller with a microphone fixed in
position. The motor will supply 200 horsepower at
3,460 revolutions per minute. It is 30 inches wida at
the widest point and so offers no appreciable obstruc-

tion to the flow from an 8~foot propeller. Tip speeds
in ewes of the velocity of sound can be obtained with
this arrangement.

The fluctuations of air pressure about atmospheric
pressure due to the sound waves (sound pressmre) are
measured with microphones of the electrodpmmic
type and their associated umpliiiers. The response of
the equipment to sound pressure is known in absolute
units tc +25 percent, which is ample when it is remem-
bered that a range of pressures of a million to one
may be covered.
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FmIJEB 2—MOtOr with pm@hr mwnkd.

Measurement of the total sound pressure is rarely
)f any value by itself; it is generaly necessary to resolve
he sound into its frequency components in some man-
MX. The N. A. C. A. sound laboratory has equipment
hat permits the resolution to be accomplished in
h.ree d.iilerent ways. The sound wave mwy be
munined with a portable General Electric oscillograph
md the analyses performed mathematically, This
nethod has ~ot been used, although a visual emmina-
ion of the wave form is sometimes helpful. A quicker
nethod is to pass the electrical counterpart of the
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sound wave through an analyzer specially built for the pressure in front at 0° and a minimum in the slipstream
purpose (reference 4). This instrument has been much at 180°, possibly owing to the shielding by the motor.
improved since the publication of its description. In As the propeller in these tests was rotating 1,800
this method photographic records are obtained for any times a minute, the frequency of the fundamental note
portion of the frequency spectrum desired. The third was 60 cycles. This is the only frequency that can be

JtE____ “1
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method consists in the use of electrical filters that paw
isolated frequency bands. Only instrument readings
resuh from the use of this method. The layout of
this equipment is shown in figure 3.

With the microphone at a distance of 80 feet from
the propeller, measurements of sound pressure were
made every 15° about the propeller by turning the
motor through that angle. In addition to mmmring

the total sound pressure, the sound pressures were
measured individually in five frequency bands covering
the entire propeller noke spectrum, viz, from Oto 100
cycles, 100 to 500cycles, 500to 1,000Cychx, 1,000to
5,000 cyclca, rmd all above 5,000 cycles. These
measurements are plotted in figure 4; the unit for the
radius vector is the bar, which is nearly one-millionth
of the normal pressure of the atmosphere.

The total sound pressure shows a well-marked peak
at 120°, that is, 30° behind the plane of rotation in the
direction of the slipstream; there is considerable sound

present in the sound-pressure mwwrements from the
0-100 cycle band. The maximum in the total sound

~A/1 frequencies ~ 500-1,009 cycles
+— o- Im cycles A——— l,m7-5,m -
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FxmmE 4.-Polar dlagiam of mnnd prosmrq 5 freqnanoy Ixmdx

pressure at 120° is almost wholly accounted for by the
corresponding maximum in this band.
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It is seen from the diagrams for the other fkequency
bands that, as the frequency increases, more and more
of the sound is thrown forward along the axis. Par-
ticular attention may be directed to the 1,000-6,000
cycle band, which contains mostly vortex noise. It is
seen to have a maximum at OO.

As rLcheck, a similar survey was carried out at a
distance of 200 feet in a di.ilerent chection. Substan-
tirdly the same distributions of sound pressure were
found ot this location. The sound pressures were
reduced in the inveme ratio of the distances, as called
for by the invers~square law.

One fact is plainly evident from figure 4: The funda-
mental note of the rotation noise, at the 60-cycle
frequency is by far the most important component of
the noise. In order to obtain more information about
the rotation. noise, the sound was analyzed and separate
sound-prcmure measurements were made of the tit
six harmonics. l?igure 5 shows records obtained of the
sound analysis covering the frequency range from O to
3,OOO cycles. The large isolated components on the
left me the harmonica of the rotation noise; the prac-
timdly continuous background is known from records
of sound from rotating rods to be due to vortex noise.
I?rom mrmy records of this sort the distribution of the
lmrmoniw about the propeller may be obtained; this
distribution is shown in figure 6. The diagram for the
fundamental is seen to check, in its essentials, the
diagram for the 0-100 cycle band of figure 4; whereas
the other hmmonics me smaller than the fundamental.

From the standpoint of the noise engineer, the fore-
going information is adequate to describe the main
features of the problem of propeller noise. There is,
however, an additiomd quantity that might PO~W

be of use, viz, the mechanicrd power radiated as sound.
This quantity may be readily calculated from the data
on sound pressure. Details of the calculation may be
found in the appendix. The results of these calcula-
tions show how the fundamental note increases in im-
portance as the power supplied to the propeller in-
creases; these results are shown in table I. The
revolution speed was the same in all cases. Variation
of power was accomplished by changing the pitch
setting of the propeller blades.

TABLE L—POWER RADLATED AS SOUND

I Power eudttd fn sound ‘-!W’WW h I

I ] 23hp. I 70hp. ]140hp.l 35hp. ] 70hp. ]140hp.]

. —

7
——.

adt8 watt Tvafl wall
Oto m 1. . . . . . --------- 0.01s2 III& am m.4 49.7 777g
ml to m.._ . . . --------- .W . 1ss la 5 17.6
f4m to I’m . . . . . . . . . -------- .0112 .Um .Wo 24.0 la 1 3.2
l,mta 5,CC0. ------------- .0133 .0’44 .ms =.7 ml ~Q
K,l?m up . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..- .fm’i . ml .011$ .4 .5 .6

J— , - -

1Fnndmental only.

For the engine powers used in commercial airplan-,
the power going into the form of sound will etiden$ly
mostly consist of the fundamental frequency.

RESPONSE OF THE EAR TO PROPELLER NOISE

Sound-pressure measurements are of little value
unless they can be interpreted in terms of aural sensa-
tion. The purely physical composition of the noise is
known in some detail; the problem is to determine
what will be the effect on the average ear of such
sound spectra as those observed. It is necessary at
this point ta consider some of the charnctcristics of
the average ear.

If one listens to n single pure tone md the sound
pressure due to the tone is doubled, the loudness level
appears to have increased only slightly. The range of
loudness level that the ear appreciates is very much less
than the range of sound pressure that produces it.
For this reason, the ear is sometimes said to possess a
logarithmic response, over n limited range, to sound

~lsf hfxmocuc —-— 4th Abrmwvh
.——— gij= —--— 5fh =
—— . -——- 6fh -

FIGURE 6.—PolaI dlwnm of harrnonio dlstrfhntion.

presmm on the wdrum, although the response is
actually so very approximately logrdb.mic that it can-
not be represented by any simple formula.

As a rewlt of this approximately logarithmic re-
sponse of the ear, the decibel scale for representing this
response has come into esistence. This scale has
proved so convenient in acoustical work that it is used
not only to represent loudness level, which is a psy-
chological quantity, but also to represent rL purely
physical quantity known as “intensity level.” Any
sound whntevar that gives rise to n sound pressure p
at any point in free space is said to have nn intensity
level of 20 log,, (5,ooO p) decibels at that point (p
expressed in bars). Obviously one can dram no con-
clusions about the loudness of the sound from a lmowl-
edge of the intensity level alone. The sound must be
compared with some other sound arbitrarily selected as
a standard of loudness level. The reference haa been
agreed upon to be a pure 1,000-cycle note nnd the
loudness level of any sound is now deiined M the
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intensi~ level of the equally loud 1,000-cycle note
(reference 5). Thus a rather vague psychological
quanti@- has been defined in terms of a purely physical
quantity and has been rendered accessible to ordinary
physical measurements, provided that it is possible to
determine what is the “equally loud 1,000+ycle note.”

This comparison may be made in two ways: By
direct observation or by amputation bnsed upon’ pre-
vious comparisons.

The loudness levels of pure tones are quite accu-
rately known (referenm 6); the accepted data me
shown in figure 7. The value on each curve at the
1,000*ycle ordinate is the loudnes+ level.

Pmctically all noise, however, is made up of complex
sounds. The loudness level of rL complex sound is
not obtained simply by adding the individual loudness
levels of the components; owing to the phenomenon
known as “ maskin#, certain of the components will
contribute more to the total loudness level than others.
The computation of the loudness lpvel of a complex

fiGuEE 7.–kdness-h3rel WUbXIrS for Pma tone% (Reprfnt93 from rekemm.)

sound is quite a complicated process and the interested
render is referred to the original publication for details
(reference 6). &Tosound- or noise-meter has yet been
devised that responds to sounds in the same -way as
the humnn enr, and there is very little likelihood of such
an instrument coming into existenca. Consequently,
accurate values of loudness level will not be obtained
directly fzom any microphone-amplifier system for
some time to come but will have to be either computed
or obtained by comparison with a 1,000 +ycle note.

The sound pressures recorded graphically in iigyre
4 were converted into imhmsity levels and the loud-
nes levels about the propeller at 80 feet were com-
puted. Assuming, then, that the sound pressure falls
off invemly as the distance, the intensity levels to be
mpected at 32, 200, 500, and 1,250 feet were calcu-
lated. These distances, tcgether with the original one
of 80 feet, form & series with a common fnctor of
2%. From the new intensity levels the loudness levels

at those distances were obtained; the levels appear as
the solid linw in fibwe 8.

It is seen that these levels bear little resemblance to
the curves of figure 4 from which they were com-
puted. The strong 120° peak so distinctive in thepolm
diagram of sound pressure evidently is no louder to tho
ear than the high-frequency sound in front at OO.
The rcmdt is that the polar diaggm of loudness level
is very nearly circular.

An experimental check of some kind upon these loud-
ness levels would be desirable. It is impracticable to
employ the same procedure used nt 80 feet, i. e., to
make Q complete survey of the intensity level about
the propeller from which to compute the loudncw
levels. In addition to a prohibitive amount of work,
the experimental diliiculties of determining the in-
tensity levels at the largwt distances in the presence of
a high-background noise level would be considemble.
In such cases quick and reasonably accurate results
can be obtained by the method of masking.

In this method a tuning fork is set into vibration
with a deiinite amplitude; during the period of dcmy
of the vibration it is held close to the em. By means
of a stop watch the time necessary for the sound from
the fork b vanish is mwmred. This time is a measure
of the loudness levd of the noise present that mnsks
the sound from the fork. Since the amplitude of
vibration of the fork decays exponentially, the redings
from the watch may be adjusted to read decibels
directly (reference 7). In the case of propeller noise,
the readings of the instrument me closely equal to tho
actual loudnes9 level.

Observations were made with this instrument at tlm
five distances, at 15° intervals about the propeller.
The results are shown as the dotted curves in figure 8.
It is seen that at 32 feet the observed values are higher
than the calculated values; that at 80 feet and 200 feet
the agreement is good; and that at the two forthest
distances the observed values are less than the crLlcu-
lated values.

The deviations at the far distancea can be accounted
for by the work of Kmdsen on the absorption of sound
(reference 8). He has shown that owing to humidity
the atmospheric absorption of sound may be many
times the value predicted by the classical theory. The
sound pressure p at a distance r from the source is
related to the sound pressure pO that would exist if
there were no absorption in the following manner:

p=po e-m’

where m is an experimental constant shown in figure 9,
taken from Knudsen’s paper. The value of m is a
mtium at certain values of the humidity.

On the day that the data were taken at the 600-foot
position the humidity was 30 percent, giving a drop in
intensity level of 4X decibels at 3,000 cycles; this drop
causes the cemputed loudness level of th~ composite
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noise to decrease 7 decibels. It is interesting to note other. The result is distortion and the introduction of

that the drop occurs mostly in front, where the high- new fkequenciw that will contribute to the loudness
frequency vortex noise i9 rLmsxinmm. In fact, the level. Especially is this true if the high- fiequancy
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instrument readings are slightly higher than the calcu-
lated values at 120° where the noise consists almost
wholly of the 60-cycle fundamental, which is not sub-
ject to atmospheric absorption to an appreciable
extent.

The observations at 1,250 feet were made at a time
when the relative humidity was 80 p&entj giving a
drop in intensity level of 8 decibels at 3,OOO cycles;
the computed loudness level of the composite noise
decrerms 11 decibels as a result of absorption with these
atmospheric conditions. The same effects were ob-
served here as at 500 feet: most of the drop occurred
in front of the propeller.

This progrwive loss of high frequencies with dis-
tance accounts for the fact thwt a distant aircraft always
sews to emit only the fundamental note, with perhaps
a few harmonics.

The deviations from the crdculated loudness levels
~t 32 feet me accounted for by a wholly di&mnt effect.
At this distance the intensity level is so high that recti-
fication takes place in the ear, i. e., some part of the
hearing mechanism is vibrated so violently that the
displacement is greater in one direction than in the

components are modulated at the frequency of rota-
tion. Such high intensity levels have been studied in
the N. A. C. A. sound laboratory with the view of
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permitting a better interpretation of loudness levels
close to a propeller (reference 9). On the basis of this
work an incresae in loudness level of about 10 decibels
would be wrpected at the 32-foot position. This is
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reughly the increase noted. In addition, an increasx
of 3 decibels would be ~ected at 80 feet. There ti
doubt whether this increase was actually observed.

CONCLUSION

The fundamental note of the rotation noise, of fre-
quency equal to twice the number of rotations per
second, is the most important physical component of
the noise from a two-blade propeller. This note is a
maximum 30° behind the plane of rotation in the slip-
stream and is n minimum on the axis of rotation in
both directions. This sound may be identified with
the “roar.”

The next most important component of propeller
noise is the sound arising from the periodic release of
vortices from the blades. This noise may be identi-
fied with the “swish” or teaxing sound, is a maximum
on the axis in both directions, and is a minimum in
the plane of rotation.

Owing to absorption of high frequencies in the
atmosphere and to distortion in the ear at high levels,
the fundamental, together with the &at few har-
monics, is ahnost the only sound heard at very great
and very short distances from the propeller. At
intermediate distances where neither of these effects
is great the vortex noise is of sticient magtitude to
contribute to the loudness level. The loudness level
at a given distance is very nearly the same at all
angles about the propeller, although the qufity under-
goes considerable change with angle. It seems prob-
able that a propeller operating under full power will
actually exhibit a small peak of loudness level where
the fundamental is a maximum.

& far as the occupants of an aircraft are ccncerned,
the fundamental is the most objectionable component
of the noise for (1) it masks speech readily and (2)
insulation against ti low frequency is diflicult. FTo
great improvement can result from any scheme of
silencing that does not include a reduction in the
magnitude of this component.

NATIONAL AOVISORY CoAtXJ.TCEE FOR AERONAUTICS,

LANGLEY MEMORIAL AERONAHCAL LABORATORY,

LANGLEY I?IELD,VA., January 17, 19$6.

APPENDIX OF ACOUSTICAL TERMS

(1) Sound pressure. —Thefluctuationof atmospheric
pressure about the mean due to the presence of sound
waves. The average value is zero; the ilgures always

CO~ FOR AERONAUTICS

refer to root mean square values. The unit is the bmj
or dyne/cmz, about one-millionth of an atmosphere.

(2) Sound intensity,-The power transfer ncross unit
area due to the pas.wge of a sound wnve. In the
case of spherical waves such as emanate from Q pro-
peller, the intensity is

I’=& micrmvatts per cmz

at a point where the sound pressure is p, expressed
in bars, at ordinary temperatures and pressures,

(3) Acoustical power—1Mechanica.1 power in sound.
In the case of a propeller near the ground, in which
the radiation is confined to a hemisphere of men
2* at radius r, the total power lost ia

P=27# I- ‘“–~ @r)’ microwatt

This relation only holds if p is measured in free space
with waves spherically divergent from the source.
Where the value of p is not the same at all positions
about the source at constant distance r, it is permissi-
ble to use the mean value of p2 at this distance. This
procedure was followed in calculating the acoustical
output of the propeller.

(4) Intensi~ level.—A physical quantity related to
sound pressure by the expression

Intensity level=20 log,O (5,ooO p) decibels

where p is expressed in bars and is measured in free
space.

Typical values of intensity level ore given in the
following table:
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A peculiarity of the decibel scale is that if two equal
titensity levels are added, the sum ia always 3 decibels
yeater than either; i. e.:

1 db+ 1 db= 4 db
40 db+40 db=43 db
90 db+90 db=93 db

Eence if both the engine and the propeller of an nir-
xaft gave rise to an intensity level of 100 decibels
~gethar and the propeller noise were completely
hi.natad, the resulting intensity level would be 97
iecibels, assuming original equality.

(5) Loudness level.—A psychological quantity, de-
ined in physical terms as the intensity level of the
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equally loud 1,000-cycle note, and therefore expressed
in decibels. For exsmple, the loudness levels of
several pure notes are given below, taken horn figure 7.
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The minimum chrmge in loudness level that can be
detected by the ear varies from 0.3 to 9 decibels de-
pending upon the frequency and idm.si~ level.

(6) Masking.-The chsnge in loudness level of any
sound due to the presence of mother sound. The
unit is the snme as for loudness level, the decibel.
11’orexample, an 1,100-cycle note of 60 decibels loud-
ness level by itself appears to huve a loudness level of
only 22 decibels when an 800-cycle note of 60 decibels
loudness level accompani~ it. The masking &we-

fore amounts to 38 decibels. Such data can be used
to determine the loudness level of sounds.
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